
CODE OF CONDUCT FOR AN IDEAL COUNCILLOR.  
  
The following are the characteristics of my ideal councillor: 
  
A SKEPTIC 
  
This is my first and most important characteristic for my ideal councillor.  This person brings the 
mental attitude of skepticism to the council table and always questions what he or she is being 
told by senior administrators.  When my ideal councillor hears that Nanaimo might be struck 
with a meteorite necessitating its immediate removal to a new site, my councillor is profoundly 
and deeply skeptical.   
  
This skepticism has been sadly lacking at Council in recent years as its members got lead by the 
nose on the Conference Centre, the fancy new City Hall Annex and the Colliery Dam,   Every 
litigator knows that it is possible to get one expert who says it is black and another expert who 
says it is white.  When you want to cut down a tree you get an expert who does a report saying 
it is full of rot; when you want to tear down an old building you get a report that says the next 
wind storm will push it over.  When you want to preserve a structure, your expert identifies all 
sorts of hidden strengths. 
  
It is no coincidence that those conduct codes generated by the MPA industry almost always 
emphasize  respecting the professional advice of staff.  The skeptic, however, knows there may 
be an unexpressed agenda and that professional advice is rarely flat or neutral.  A different 
person with different perspectives or different objectives could give council very different 
“professional advice”.  Additionally staff at city halls usually come from a social science 
background; their so-called expertise is something far less than physical science (although even 
here there are few absolute certainties about truth).  The advice is often simply a personal 
viewpoint reflecting a muted ideological perspective. 
  
Professional advice is also faddish.  Damn busting, for example, is currently popular.  The notion 
is that streams and rivers must be returned to their “natural condition”. The big concerns also 
change over the years.  In the Fifties and Sixties it meant ripping apart old stock housing and 
replacing it with hi-rises; tearing down turn of the century buildings in order to construct 
monumental civic centres or slashing neighborhoods in order to make way for 16 lanes 
freeways.  All of these “concerns” have been replaced with almost totally opposite concerns 
and the big projects from fifty plus years ago are now often seen as scars on the cityscape. 
  
This doesn’t mean that a councillor ignores all staff advice.  The councillor knows it is a starting 
point but it is not a veritable truth.  The ideal councillor brings his or her own judgment to the 
table.  If the putative councillor is over awed by professionals and their wisdom and believe 
that he or she is too ignorant to ever have superior judgment, the person shouldn’t bother 
running. 
  
NOT A TEAM PLAYER 



  
My ideal councillor doesn’t see himself or herself as a member of a team which is made up of 
other councillors and senior administration.  This person does not want to be part of an inner 
group, or a management insider.  The councillor does not shmooze with management and does 
not need to be shined on by senior staff.  The councillor is not a friend nor an enemy of 
management but instead realizes that a council should be independent of management with a 
slightly oppositional or adversarial relationship:  The ying and the yang. 
  
DOESN’T SAY I WILL LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE 
  
The people do not speak with one voice; they speak with 80000 different voices.  You would 
suffer severe cognitive dissonance trying to listen to 80000 different voices.   Candidates who 
say that they will be “guided by the people” are simply lying.   You can be sure that they will 
listen to certain voices only.  The ideal potential councillor should set out positions on various 
matters, succinctly and clearly, and within reason stick to them.   Do not waste a vote on a 
candidate who does not know what he or she will do on council or does not have the courage 
to make apparent his or her opinions. 
  
UNAFRAID TO SAY NO 
  
A good councillor must say no a lot more often that yes.  No to police and fire chiefs, no to the 
Chamber of Commerce guy and no to the union rep.  It is especially important to say no to 
special interest groups such as the Tiddly Ball Association which wants an expensive new field 
for its sport.  Ask their presenter some tough questions and find out that their sport has 
declining enrolments.  Young girls today do not want to play the sissy replacement sport but 
would rather do the real thing.  A good councillor does not need to be cheered by the crowd 
that the special interest has organized to attend the meeting; he or she is not going to be 
concerned with being labeled negative. 
  
IS NOT TOO NICE 
  
This is the hardest one for potential councillors. Canadians are instinctively polite to the point 
of fault, but a good councillor needs to be less than nice at times - to management, to interest 
groups, even to fellow councillors.   This does not require rudeness or crudeness; sometimes 
there is fine line between being a jerk and being tough minded.  Beware of being pressured by 
conduct codes that not only encourage niceness but want to make it mandatory. 
 


